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Abstract —This paper proposes miniaturized, lightweight
and high sensitivity planar metamaterial based sensors for
relative permittivity measurement within [0.9-10.9] GHz band.
Each proposed sensor is designed using a thin-substrate
microstrip line loaded with a single complementary split ring
resonator (CSRR). The loaded resonator is excited using
maximum electric/magnetic (cross polarization) excitation to
maximize the sensors’ sensitivity. Each proposed sensor
operates at different frequency range within [0.9-10.9] GHz
band based on the size of the loaded resonator. Compared to
similar state-of-the-art sensors, the proposed ones are at least
30% more sensitive. The minimum transmission frequency
shifts (50)% as the sample’s relative permittivity changes from
1 to 10. The paper proposes a condition of sensitivity uniformity to maintain a uniform sensitivity over the specified
band irrespective of the resonator size. Utilizing the proposed condition, the sensitivity of all sensors remains uniform
throughout [0.9-10.9] GHz band for all dielectric samples with relative permittivity between 1 and 10. This vital feature
allows the practical realization of resonant probes with less computational operations and consistent measurements
over a wide dynamic range of the sensing-related frequency. Experimental measurements are in good agreement with the
numerical findings. The paper includes a comprehensive sensitivity analysis which investigates the effect of resonator’s
excitation scheme, resonator’s order (i.e. single or double CSRR) and substrate thickness on the sensitivity of CSRR
based sensors. The proposed sensing platforms are recommended for the development of highly sensitive, consistent
and reliable planar sensors such as microfluidics, displacement, nondestructive and biomedical sensors.
Index Terms — Material characterization, complementary split ring resonator (CSRR), planar metamaterials.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

LECTROMAGNETIC wave propagation and scattering
are controlled by materials configuration, electrical sizes,
permittivity, and permeability. Precise identification of these
parameters leads to accurate modeling and design of electromagnetic systems. Permittivity and permeability are, in general, functions of the interfering wave’s frequency. However,
permittivity has a stronger frequency dependence within RF
and microwave frequency bands compared to permeability.
Moreover, most dielectrics have poor magnetization properties
within the same bands. Thus, the estimation of material’s
permittivity is more significant than permeability for the
design of most electromagnetic systems.
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Several techniques have been utilized to estimate the electromagnetic properties of a material [1]–[18]. Material characterization using planar metamaterial transmission line is
one of the emerging techniques. This technique depends on
the direct interaction between the material under test (MUT)
and the transmission line’s evanescent field which results in
high measurement accuracy and excellent imaging capability
[19]–[21]. A planar metamaterial is composed of conventional
transmission line loaded with a meta-resonator such as split
ring resonator (SRR) or complementary split ring resonator
(CSRR). Proper selection of the hosting transmission line as
well as the resonating structure is an essential factor that
controls the performance of the designed planar metamaterial
(i.e. designed sensor).
Planar metamaterial was introduced for relative permittivity measurement in [12]. This paper utilized a microstrip
line loaded with CSRR for characterization of homogenous
dielectric samples. It should be noted that the measurement
of a permittivity within a specific sensing zone can be utilized to identify a material of interest when a homogenous
material occupies the whole sensing zone, and/or utilized
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to measure a physical quantity of interest associated with a
permittivity variation within a specified sensing zone. Numerous researchers have proposed different topologies of planar
metamaterial for permittivity measurement [13]–[18] as well
as other sensing applications with a narrower scope such as
fluidic sensing [22]–[26], object’s displacement and velocity [27]–[31], crack sensing [32]–[35], and organic tissues
analysis [36].
The sensitivity of various sensors can be compared using
the relation between the minimum transmission frequency and
the MUT’s relative permittivity. Previously proposed sensors
had different operational bands and minimum transmission
frequencies. It is expected that a sensor with a high free
space minimum transmission frequency to have a higher shift
magnitude (i.e. shift measured in GHz) compared to a sensor
with a lower one when they are loaded with identical MUTs.
Thus, to have a consistent sensitivity comparison irrespective
of shift magnitude (i.e. irrespective of the resonator’s size), it
is recommended to compare the percentage of the minimum
transmission frequency shift rather than the magnitude of
minimum transmission frequency shift.
MUT’s relative permittivity range is another crucial factor
for consistent comparison. The MUT’s equivalent capacitance
is inversely proportional to the minimum transmission frequency shift increment. Consequently, as the permittivity of
the loaded MUT’s increases, the increment in the magnitude
and percentage of the minimum transmission frequency shift
with respect to free space minimum transmission frequency
decreases. For large permittivity, the corresponding increment
starts to be negligible. For this reason, the sensitivity of a
permittivity sensor with a free space minimum transmission
frequency less than 10 GHz could be evaluated efficiently
using MUTs with a variable relative permittivity between
1 and 10. Table I shows a sensitivity comparison based
on the percentage of the minimum transmission frequency
shifts as the MUT’s relative permittivity changes from 1 to
10 for previous studies that used CSRR based sensors for
permittivity measurements. The basic configuration of the
compared sensors is similar where a coaxial line is used to feed
a microstrip transmission line (MTL) loaded with a CSRR.
These studies used the same alignment of single or double
CSRR with respect to the MTL strip (i.e. the resonator’s
slit is oriented perpendicularly to the MTL strip). The used
orientation ensures resonance excitation with pure electric
excitation through the time-varying electric field between the
MTL strip and the ground plane.
The reported studies did not investigate the effect of different excitation schemes, resonator’s order (i.e. single or double)
and substrate thickness on the sensitivity of the proposed
sensors. They also did not examine the performance of the
proposed sensors at different frequency bands to outline the
necessary condition to maintain a uniform sensitivity over
various frequency bands.
This paper proposes thin substrate sensors with an improved
and uniform sensitivity over a broad spectrum using single
CSRR excited with cross polarization excitation. The paper is
organized as follows. Section II details the operation theory
of the proposed sensors. Section III provides a comprehensive
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON W ITH S IMILAR S TATE OF THE A RT S ENSORS

sensitivity analysis where the effect of the excitation scheme,
resonator’s order, and substrate thickness on the sensors’ sensitivity are thoroughly investigated. This section also presents
a condition of sensitivity uniformity with the required proof
of concept. Section IV summarizes the sensors’ design and
outlines the measurement procedure. The experimental results
are presented in section V. Air gap effect is numerically
studied in section VI. The paper is concluded with a summary,
improvement opportunities and potential applications.
II. O PERATION T HEORY
Each proposed sensor is designed using a microwave planar
transmission line (MTL) that is loaded with a passive resonator
(CSRR). Every transmission line has its unique electric and
magnetic field profiles within and around its spatial extent.
The resonance of a passive resonator can be optimally excited
using optimum alignment between the resonator and interacted
electric and/or magnetic fields. Therefore, it is necessary for a
sensor designer to understand transmission lines’ propagating
modes and fields’ profiles as well as resonator excitation
requirements to be able to select a transmission line that better
fits the resonator’s optimum excitation scheme. The following
subsections provide a smooth background that rationalizes the
utilization of microstrip line loaded with scalable CSRR in this
paper to realize high sensitivity relative permittivity sensors.

A. Defected Ground Structure and Substrate Inclusion
MTL and Coplanar waveguide (CPW) are two of the most
popular planar transmission lines. Both lines are used primarily
for low power signal transmission. However, their function
could be altered by changing their configurations or by
adding other passive or active elements to realize numerous microwave circuit components such as resonator-based
sensors, filters and antennas. This paper proposes sensors
that are designed using planar transmission line loaded with
scalable resonators. One way to realize such device, is to
load the transmission line with either a conductive substrate
inclusion or a ground plane defect.
Defected ground structure (DGS) and conductive substrate
inclusions have been extensively utilized for various sensing
and filtering applications [12]–[18], [22]–[38]. Ground
defects and substrate inclusions are coupled to the quasi-TEM
mode of the MTL or CPW. TEM mode is intense within
a limited volume of the substrate of these transmission
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lines [39]. This limitation restricts the designer’s choice of
ground defect/substrate inclusion position within the hosting
transmission line for proper coupling (excitation) purposes.
Ground defect and substrate inclusion form mismatched
loads, therefore they enforce new boundary conditions that
change the profile of the original fields and induced currents
within the hosting transmission line, which consequently
causes a wave reflection and possibly a resonance at specific
frequency band. For this reason, these two structures are
considered as resonators.
Resonance occurs when a system stores an oscillating and
balanced electric and magnetic energy. When a microwave circuit resonates, electric and magnetic energy oscillates between
each other. The resonance frequency of the microwave resonator changes when the distribution of the electromagnetic
fields within the resonator vicinity perturbs. This is due to
the variation of the overall system’s effective permittivity
and permeability. The word system is referred to the resonator and the surrounding environment which includes interacted electromagnetic fields and/or electrically close objects.
Accordingly, when MUT brought into direct contact or close
proximity to a resonating structure or when it interferes with
the guided waves within a resonating structure, it perturbs
its electromagnetic fields distribution and consequently its
resonance frequency changes. The change in the resonance
frequency and the MUT properties can be related to each other
using cavity perturbation relation in (1) [12].

(εE1 · E0 +μH1 · H0 ) dv
 fr
= v 

(1)
2
2
fr
v ε0 |E0 | +μ0 |H0 | dv

where  fr is the shift in the resonance frequency fr , ε
and μ are the change in the permittivity and permeability,
respectively. ε0 and μ0 are the free space permittivity and free
space permeability, respectively. E0 and H0 are the original
fields. E1 and H1 are the fields with perturbation. v is the
perturbed volume.
For extremely low power resonator with negligible variation
in the magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields before and
after the resonance, the relation can be simplified to (2)
 

2
2
 fr
v ε |E0 | +μ |H0 | dv
=  

(2)
2
2
fr
v ε0 |E0 | +μ0 |H0 | dv
For sensing applications, the design and parameter selections of the planar transmission line as well as the
defect/inclusion should be optimized to maximize the resonance strength and to optimally confine the resonating electrical (magnetic) fields within permittivity (permeability) sensing
area. Moreover, the resonator’s selection should consider the
available excitation power by the feeding network. For example, it is expected that numerous sensing spots will be utilized
for the emerging internet of things (IoT) applications where
each point will have very low power [40]. Thus, utilization
of electrically small resonators with almost zero power is a
preferred choice for such applications.

B. Resonator Type
Split ring resonator (SRR) and its complement (CSRR)
are electrically small structures with circular current paths
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Fig. 1. The layout of double (a) SRR (b) CSRR. Gray color designates
conductive material.

which in turns develop tightly spaced inductance(s) and capacitance(s) at resonance. Such structures reduce the length of the
current path required by conventional transmission line resonators which allow the realization of miniaturized resonatorbased devices [12]. Fig.1 shows a layout of double square SRR
and CSRR. Single SRR or CSRR can be obtained by simply
removing the inner or outer ring of the double counterpart.
In principle, SRR and its complement can be magnetically
and/or electrically excited. However, the normal time-varying
magnetic (electric) field is considered as the dominant SRR
(CSRR) excitation. For this reason, to ensure proper excitation
of these resonators when loaded to a transmission line, SRR is
placed as a substrate conductive inclusion in the bottom of a
CPW substrate centered at the narrow gap between one of the
ground strips and the central signal strip. On the other hand,
CSRR is placed as a ground defect in the MTL ground plane
normal to the MTL strip [41]. This excitation schemes forces,
conduction current circulation within the SRR circumference
and magnetic current (fictitious) circulation within the CSRR
circumference. It should be noted that a CSRR loaded to a
transmission line is not a perfect complement of its counterpart
due to the presence of the dielectric substrate and finite ground
plane [41]. However, the overall expected response of the exact
CSRR is slightly affected by these two factors especially for
a thin substrate with low permittivity.
For electrically small resonators, the size of the sensing
zone determines which resonator to be utilized as the captured
energy is relatively low for both resonators. At resonance,
CPW loaded with SRR concentrates the resonating electric
field within its slit while MTL loaded with CSRR has larger
concentration area within its circumference. Therefore, each
proposed sensor in this paper is designed using MTL loaded
with a CSRR.
III. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS
A comprehensive sensitivity study was conducted to investigate the effect of various excitation schemes, CSRR’s order
(i.e. single or double) and substrate thickness on the sensitivity
of a CSRR based sensor. Throughout this paper the considered
cases were numerically studied using full-wave numerical simulation package ANSYS HFSS. The simulation setup consists
of a planar sensor loaded with a variable permittivity MUT
positioned underneath the MTL ground plane in direct contact
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respectively. C MU T is the equivalent capacitance of the loaded
MUT. f tf min
ree is the free space minimum transmission frequency
t min
t min is the change in
(i.e. f tf min
ree = f MU T 0 with C MU T = 0) f
the minimum transmission frequency in GHz.  f t min % is the
percentage change in the minimum transmission frequency.

A. CSRR Excitation: Pure Electric Vs. Electric/Magnetic

Fig. 2. (a) Top (b) bottom view of the general sensors’ setup. The etched
resonator in this figure is a single CSRR with cross polarization excitation.
The MUT appears as a semi-transparent cube attached to the ground
plane.

with the etched CSRR. For all cases, the used CSRR is a
square CSRR with a path width of 0.2mm. The split length
as well as the separation between inner and outer rings for
double CSRR are also 0.2mm for all cases. The used MUT is
a rectangular dielectric cube with a 5-mm height. The width
and length of the MUT are identical and assumed to be two
times higher than the side length of the square CSRR. The
planar center of the CSRR and the interfaced MUT’s surface
coincides. Except for the air gap study at the end of this
paper, the MUT is assumed to be in direct contact with the
etched CSRR. Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) show the general sensors’
setup. For each studied case, the general structure was changed
based on the case-specific excitation scheme, CSRR’s order
(single or double), substrate thickness and CSRR side length
(CSRR’s size).
Minimum transmission frequency was used to define the
sensitivity of the proposed sensors. The minimum transmission
frequency of MTL loaded with a CSRR is given by (3)
[42]. The change in the minimum transmission frequency was
calculated based on (4). The sensitivity of a CSRR based
sensor at each studied case was calculated based on the
percentage change in the minimum transmission frequency as
given by (5).
1
2π L C S R R (CC S R R + C MU T )
t min
t min
 f t min = f MU
T 0 − f f ree
⎛
⎞
t min − f t min
f MU
T0
f ree ⎠
 f t min % = ⎝
× 100
f tf min
ree
t min
f MU
T0 =

√

(3)
(4)
(5)

t min
where f MU
T 0 is the minimum transmission frequency at the
presence of MUT with a 0-mm air gap. L C S R R and CC S R R are
the equivalent inductance and capacitance of the loaded CSRR,

CSRR loaded to a waveguide can be excited using electric
and/or magnetic excitations [41]. However, CSRR loaded to
MTL has limited excitation choices as pure magnetic excitation is not realizable. Excitation’s strength and type can be
controlled by rotating the CSRR’s magnetic wall (i.e. line
of symmetry for a square CSRR) with respect to the axis
of the MTL conducting strip. CSRR is excited using electric
excitation when its magnetic wall is orthogonal with respect to
the MTL conducting strip. On the other hand, CSRR is excited
using electric/magnetic excitation when its magnetic wall is
not orthogonal with respect to the MTL strip. As a special
case, when the magnetic wall of the loaded CSRR is parallel
with respect to the MTL conducting strip, then the CSRR will
be excited with maximum electric/magnetic excitation. This
type of excitation is also called cross polarization excitation
[43]. In this paper we will refer to electric excitation as pure
electric excitation to further stress that the magnetic field effect
in this type of excitation is negligible.
Four cases were simulated to extract the relative permittivity
of the MUT using a 6-mm square CSRR with identical MUTs.
The aim of these cases is to study the influence of the CSRR’s
excitation scheme on the sensors’ sensitivity. For each case,
the utilized MTL has a 0.125-mm substrate thickness with a
dielectric constant of 2.9 and a strip width of 0.267mm. The
relative permittivity of the MUT was varied from 1 to 10 with a
0.25-step. A single CSRR was used for the first two cases with
pure electric excitation in one case as shown in Fig.3(a) and a
maximum electric/magnetic (cross polarization) excitation in
the other one as shown in Fig.3(b). A double CSRR was used
for the third and fourth cases with pure electric excitation in
one case as shown in Fig.3(c) and maximum electric/magnetic
(cross polarization) excitation in the other one as shown in
Fig.3(d).
The sensitivity of the four simulated sensors was compared
based on the change in the minimum transmission frequency
as defined by (5). Fig.4 shows the results of the first two
cases while Fig.5 shows the results of the third and fourth
cases. The obtained results show higher sensitivity for the
sensors with maximum electric/magnetic (cross polarization)
excitation compared to the ones with pure electric excitation
for either single or double CSRR.
To further investigate the influential factor that causes
this superiority, a fifth simulation case was added. In this
case a single 6-mm square CSRR based sensor was used
with seven excitation schemes ranging from pure electric
to maximum electric/magnetic (cross polarization) excitation.
The seven schemes were realized by rotating the CSRR’s
magnetic wall from its reference position (0◦ ) (i.e. Fig.3(a))
which corresponds to pure electric excitation toward (90◦) (i.e.
Fig.3(b)) which corresponds to maximum electric/magnetic
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Fig. 5. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s
relative permittivity for double CSRR with pure electric (blue) and cross
polarization (red) excitation. (Simulation results).
Fig. 3. Top view of MTL loaded with square (a) single CSRR with pure
electric excitation (b) single CSRR with cross polarization excitation (c)
double CSRR with pure electric excitation (d) double CSRR with cross
polarization excitation. The dashed lines show the magnetic wall of the
loaded CSRR.

Fig. 6. Minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s relative permittivity for single CSRR with seven excitations ranging from pure electric (0◦ )
to cross polarization (90◦ ) excitation using a 15- degree step. (Simulation
results).

Fig. 4. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s
relative permittivity for single CSRR with pure electric (blue) and cross
polarization (red) excitation. (Simulation results).

(cross polarization) excitation using a 15-degree step. It should
be noted that as the rotation angle increases from 0◦ to 90◦,
the influence of the exciting magnetic field increases [43].
Fig.6 shows the minimum transmission frequency for the
seven excitation schemes while Fig.7 shows the variation
of the minimum transmission frequency for the same cases.
These figures show almost identical minimum transmission
frequency for the sensors with CSRRs at 0◦ (pure electric excitation), 15◦ and 30◦ (both have different levels of
electric/magnetic excitation). This indicates that the exciting
magnetic field or more specifically its induced currents do not
have a noticeable contribution to the equivalent inductance and
capacitance of the CSRR and consequently do not alter its
minimum transmission frequency. However, as the excitation
gradually moves toward a higher electric/magnetic excitation
scheme, the sensors’ sensitivity starts to vary. From 30◦ angle
upward, the exciting magnetic field begins to have a noticeable

Fig. 7. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s
relative permittivity for single CSRR with seven excitations ranging from
pure electric (0◦ ) to cross polarization (90◦ ) excitation using a 15- degree
step. (Simulation results).

influence which is revealed by the gradual increase in the free
space minimum transmission frequency as shown in Fig.6 as
well as the gradual rise in the sensors’ sensitivity as shown in
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Fig. 8. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s
relative permittivity for single (red) and double (blue) CSRR with pure
electric excitation. (Simulation results).

Fig. 9. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s
relative permittivity for single (red) and double (blue) CSRR with cross
polarization excitation. (Simulation results).

Fig.7. Based on (3), the gradual increase in the free space
minimum transmission frequency is a sign of a reduction
in the combined CSRR equivalent reactive elements term
(L C S R R ×CC S R R ). Such reduction increases the dependence of
the minimum transmission frequency on the (L C S R R ×C MU T )
term or more specifically on the loaded MUT permittivity
that is modelled by C MU T . This justifies the superiority of
CSRR based sensors with maximum electric/magnetic (cross
polarization) excitation scheme with respect to other excitation
schemes.

the sensor’s minimum transmission frequency on the MUT’s
equivalent capacitance.

B. Single Vs. Double CSRR
The reported studies in the introduction utilized either
single or double CSRR for materials characterization. To the
best knowledge of the authors, the optimum choice of either
single or double CSRR for material characterization using
MTL based sensors has not been investigated before. Here we
are performing a systematic sensitivity comparison between
two sensors with identical substrate and MUTs. The first one
uses a single 6-mm square CSRR while the other one uses
a double 6-mm square CSRR. Four cases were simulated to
extract the relative permittivity of loaded MUTs using the
specified sensors. In each case the relative permittivity of the
MUTs were varied from 1 to 10 with a 0.25-step. In the first
two cases a single and a double CSRR with pure electric
excitation were used. The third and fourth cases have a single
and a double CSRR with maximum electric/magnetic (cross
polarization) excitation. Fig.8 shows the results of the first two
cases while Fig.9 shows the results of the third and fourth
cases. The results confirm the superiority of the MTL sensors
with single CSRR over the ones with double CSRR for relative
permittivity measurements. This superiority is irrespective of
the used excitation scheme, as the single CSRR sensors were
more sensitive in both excitation schemes. The obtained results
are expected as double CSRR has two concentric rings with a
very small separation between the inner and the outer rings.
This configuration increases the equivalent capacitance of
the resonator, which consequently reduces the dependence of

C. Substrate Thickness Effect
The dielectric substrate is a medium through which a
substantial portion of the guided EM waves propagates in electrically thick MTL. When a given structure resonates, the resonating electric field polarizes the surrounding dielectrics.
Each homogenous polarized dielectric can be represented by
an equivalent capacitance. Thus, for a given MTL that is
loaded with a CSRR, the resonating electric field polarizes
a portion of the MTL substrate and a portion of the loaded
MUT if any. CC S R R and C MU T depend on the polarized
portion of the substrate and the polarized portion of the loaded
MUT, respectively. Reducing the polarized portion of the
MUT, decreases the dependence of the minimum transmission
frequency on C MU T and decreases the sensor’s sensitivity.
For this reason, the used MUTs in this paper have a 5mm height to ensure efficient interaction with the resonating
electric field. Furthermore, reducing the polarized portion of
the substrate increases the polarized portion of the loaded
MUT which consequently increases the dependence of the
minimum transmission frequency on C MU T and increases the
sensor’s sensitivity. Reducing the polarized portion of the
substrate can be achieved by reducing the portion of the
substrate that falls under the influence of the resonating electric
field. This reduction can be realized by reducing the thickness
of the substrate.
Eight cases were considered where we studied the sensitivity
of various CSRR based sensors with different substrate thicknesses. In each case a single 6-mm square CSRR with cross
polarization excitation was utilized as a sensor’s resonator.
Eight different sensors with eight different substrate thicknesses were considered. The dielectric constant of the used
substrates is 2.9. Each sensor has different MTL strip width
to match its impedance to the feeding network impedance
(i.e.50-ohm). For each case, the relative permittivity of the
loaded MUT was varied from 1 to 10 with a 0.25-step.
The results of the considered cases are shown in Fig.10
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and consequently will not affect the minimum transmission
frequency and the sensor’s sensitivity as it will not change the
equivalent capacitance of the CSRR.

Fig. 10. Minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s relative permittivity for CSRR based sensors with different substrate thicknesses.
(Simulation results).

Fig. 11. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus MUT’s
relative permittivity for CSRR based sensors with different substrate
thicknesses. (Simulation results).

and Fig.11. The utilized thicknesses are also shown in the
figures. The obtained results show that the free space minimum
transmission frequency is higher for CSRR based sensors with
thinner substrates. As per (3), this indicates that the combined
CSRR equivalent reactive elements term (L C S R R × CC S R R )
is smaller for thinner substrates which consequently increases
the dependence of the minimum transmission frequency on
the loaded MUT. Thus, the sensitivity of the sensor with
the thinnest substrate used in these cases (i.e. 0.125mm) has
the highest sensitivity as shown in Fig.11. It should also
be noted that for relatively thicker substrates (i.e. 1mm and
1.28mm in these cases), the minimum transmission frequency
and the sensor’s sensitivity of a CSRR based sensor do not
depend on the substrate thickness. This can be understood
based on the discussed polarization mechanism in the previous
paragraph. As the thickness of the substrate increases, the
polarized substrate portion increases which increases CC S R R .
At a certain thickness, the substrate portion which is close
to the CSRR will be completely polarized and the CC S R R
will be fixed. Any increment in the substrate thickness will
add additional substrate or additional dielectric layers which
will not be under the influence of the resonating electric field

D. Sensitivity Uniformity
Relative permittivity is a frequency dependent parameter.
A single sensor that operates within a specific band of frequency is required to extract material’s relative permittivity
within a specified band. However, if the characterization is
going to be conducted over different frequency bands, different
sensors are needed where each sensor has its own frequency
range of operation and its own sensitivity. Therefore, if the
sensitivity of the utilized sensors is different, the obtained
relative permittivities will not be consistent. To overcome this
problem, a general condition of sensitivity uniformity is proposed in this paper for CSRR based sensors that are utilized for
relative permittivity measurement. For completeness, another
general condition of sensitivity uniformity is also proposed for
relative permeability measurement. The proposed conditions
are presented in the paper’s Appendix.
The minimum transmission frequency of MTL based resonator can be varied by varying the substrate’s thickness, its
dielectric constant or resonator’s design parameters. Changing
a substrate thickness and/or its dielectric constant may require
an associated change of the MTL strip width to match it
to the feeding network impedance. Uncontrolled variation
of all or some of these three parameters may result in an
unpleasant disorder of wave confinement within the MTL
substrate which drastically reduces the amount of the fields at
the resonator vicinity and consequently reduces its sensitivity.
It will also cause different sensitivity for different frequency
bands due to the variation of wave confinements within the
MTL substrate. Therefore, changing one or more of the
resonator’s parameters (i.e. the size of CSRR in this paper)
would be a better option to vary the minimum transmission
frequency which will consequently change the frequency band
of operation. Sensitivity uniformity across a large spectrum
could be achieved using the condition of sensitivity uniformity
which is derived in the Appendix.
Sixteen cases were considered to study the sensitivity uniformity of a thin substrate MTL loaded with a single square
CSRR and excited using cross polarization excitation. Each
case, has a specific CSRR size, MUT size and frequency band
of operation. To vary the frequency of operation, the size of the
loaded CSRR was varied by varying its side length from 3mm
to 18mm with a 1-mm step. To maintain a uniform sensitivity,
the ratio between CC S R R and C MU T maintained constant (see
Appendix). Thus, for each scaled CSRR, the width and length
of the MUT assumed to be identical and to be two times higher
than the side length of the scaled CSRR. For example, for a
CSRR with a 3-mm side length the loaded MUT has a length
and width of 6-mm. For each case, the relative permittivity of
the loaded MUT was varied from 1 to 10 with a 0.25-step.
The minimum transmission frequency and corresponding
sensitivity of the tested sensors are presented in Fig.12 and
Fig.13, respectively. The presented results declare excellent
sensitivity uniformity throughout [0.90-10.90] GHz band for
each relative permittivity and each utilized sensor. As this
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Fig. 12. Minimum transmission frequency versus CSRR side length for
MUTs with relative permittivity ranging from Er = 1 to Er = 10. The curves
are in sequence from top to bottom starting from Er = 1 (at the top) to Er
= 10 (at the bottom). (Simulation results).

Fig. 13. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus CSRR
side length for MUTs with relative permittivity ranging from Er = 2 to
Er = 10. The curves are in sequence from top to bottom starting from
Er = 2 (at the top) to Er = 10 (at the bottom). (Simulation results).

IV. S ENSORS D ESIGN
band encompasses all used bands in the previously proposed
sensors in [12]–[16], these results verify the superiority of
the proposed sensors sensitivity over previously reported ones
even within their bands.
Here is another advantage of the condition of sensitivity
uniformity. Previous studies estimated MUT’s permittivity
using a single equation that relates MUT’s permittivity to the
measured magnitude of change in the minimum transmission
frequency (i.e. eq.4) rather than the percentage of change
(i.e. eq.5) [12]–[16]. Following such procedure for a multiband sensor requires extraction of a unique equation for each
frequency band. However, when the sensor’s sensitivity is
independent of the frequency band of operation, we can extract
a single equation that can be utilized over a large spectrum
by relating the MUT’s permittivity to the measured change
in the minimum transmission frequency ratio or percentage
(i.e. eq.5) rather than frequency shift magnitude (i.e. measured
in GHz as per eq.4). This is a vital feature especially when
such sensors are utilized as sensing spots for massive sensors
network applications such as IoT where networks’ computational power are limited [40]. The relation between the free
space minimum transmission frequency and the side length of
the square CSRR is given in (6). A single relation that relates
the MUT’s relative permittivity to the change in the minimum
transmission frequency for all considered sensors that operate
at different frequency bands is given in (7).
4
3
f tf min
ree = 0.00058 × Length C S R R − 0.03 × Length C S R R

+0.57× Length2C S R R −5× Length C S R R +19 (6)
ε MU T 0 = −6.7 × 10−5 ×  f t min %
×  f t min %

2

3

− 0.0016

− 0.096 ×  f t min % + 0.94

(7)

where f tf min
ree is the free space minimum transmission frequency in (GHz), Length C S R R is the CSRR side length in
(mm), ε MU T 0 is the estimated MUT’s relative permittivity
and  f t min % is the change in the minimum transmission
frequency.

This section summarizes the design of the proposed sensors.
Each proposed sensing platform is composed of a 30-mm by
30-mm MTL loaded with a single square CSRR. The resonator
line of symmetry coincides with the MTL strip projection on
the ground plane as shown in Fig.2(b). This CSRR/MTL strip
configuration ensure resonator’s excitation with maximum
electric/magnetic (cross polarization) excitation. The MTL
is expected to be fed with a coaxial cable with a 50-ohm
impedance. To match the MTL to the impedance of the feeding
network, the conducting strip is designed with a 0.267 mm
strip width. CSRR path width is 0.2 mm. CSRR split length
is identical to its path width (i.e.0.2 mm). The used substrate
has a 0.125 mm thickness with a dielectric constant of 2.9.
The size of the loaded CSRR can be scaled to vary the
minimum transmission frequency and the associated frequency
band of operation as per Fig.12. In this study the side length
of the square CSRR was scaled from 3mm to 18mm with
a 1-mm step for performance verification. The corresponding
frequency band of operation for MUT with relative permittivity
ranging from 1 to 10 is [0.90 to 10.90] GHz. It should be noted
that the proposed sensors’ can also be utilized outside this
range with larger CSRRs or with MUTs with higher relative
permittivity. However, this range is the range through which
the performance of the proposed sensors’ was studied.
The following steps summarize the required procedure
to measure MUT’s relative permittivity using the proposed
sensors:
1. Identify the band of operation based on the MUT
intended application.


2. Select a CSRR side length Length C S R R that better fits
the identified bandof operation using
Fig.12 and Fig.13.

3. Use the selected Length C S R R to calculate the free
space minimum transmission frequency ( f tfmin
ree ) using
(6).


4. Fabricate the sensor using the selected Length C S R R
and the detailed MTL specifications then measure its
( f tfmin
ree ) experimentally and confirm that it matches the
calculated one from step (3).
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Fig. 14. Fabricated sensor and three MUTs fabricated using Roger
substrates RO3003, RO3006 and RO3010.

5. Load the sensor with a MUT then measure the new
min
minimum transmission frequency ( f tMU
T 0 ).
6. Calculate the change in the minimum transmission frequency ( f t min %) by substituting the measured ( f tfmin
ree )
min
and ( f tMU
)
using
(5).
T0
7. Use (7) and the calculated ( f t min %) from step (6) to
calculate MUT’s relative permittivity (ε MU T 0 ).
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Fig. 15. Comparison between numerical (solid line) and experimental
(dashed lines) results for the 6-mm CSRR based sensor. The red curve
for Er = 1.The used MUTs have relative permittivities of Er = 3 (green),
Er = 6.15 (blue) and Er = 10.2 (pink). (Simulation and measurement
results).

V. E XPERIMENTAL M EASUREMENTS
To verify the performance of the proposed sensors experimentally, a prototype sensor was fabricated using a 30-mm by
30-mm low loss flexible substrate. The dielectric constant of
the substrate is 2.9 with a 0.116 mm thickness. This substrate
is slightly thinner than the used one in the previous sections
(i.e. 0.125mm) however, such fabrication error is expected
for thin substrates. A single square CSRR with a 6-mm side
length was etched in the ground plane. The CSRR excited
using cross polarization excitation. The path width as well
as the split length is 0.2mm. The planar sensor is fed with
a 50-ohm coaxial cable. The obtained free space minimum
transmission frequency is 5.39 GHz. This frequency is almost
in the middle of the sensors’ free space minimum transmission
frequencies. Hence, the selection of this sensor is an optimal choice for experimental verification. Three cubic MUTs
were fabricated using Roger substrates RO3003, RO3006 and
RO3010. The nominal relative permittivities of these substrates
are 3, 6.15 and 10.2, respectively. Each MUT was constructed
by vertically stacking four layers of corresponding copper
free substrate. Each layer is a 15 mm by 15mm layer.
Fig.14 shows the fabricated porotype and the constructed
MUTs. Four measurements were obtained. The first one is the
free space minimum transmission frequency. The other three
are the minimum transmission frequencies of the RO3003,
RO3006 and RO3010 MUTs. The MUTs minimum transmission frequencies were obtained by placing each MUT directly
underneath the MTL with direct contact with the CSRR to
interrupt its resonating fields. Fig.15 shows the obtained experimental measurements as well as the corresponding numerical
results. The experimental and numerical results are in a good
match. The simulation results presented in Fig.15 are extracted
using a 0.116 mm substrate. The little mismatch is caused
by the air gap between the MUTs layers which reduces their
corresponding effective permittivity. Another source of error is

Fig. 16. Comparison between the results obtained by model (8) and the
measurement results. (Simulation and measurement results).

the air gap layer between the CSRR footprint and the MUTs.
This effect is discussed in the next section.
The relation between the MUT’s relative permittivity and
the change in the minimum transmission frequency based
on the used substrate in this section (i.e. a substrate with a
0.116 mm thickness) is given by (8). The definitions of the
used parameters in this equation are identical to the used ones
in (7). Fig.16 shows a comparison between the results obtained
by model (8) and the measurement results.
ε MU T 0 = −7.35 × 10−5 ×  f t min %

3

2

− 0.00207

×  f t min % −0.10166×f t min %+0.92

(8)

VI. A IR G AP E FFECT
Previous numerical results assumed direct contact between
the CSRR footprint and the loaded MUT. This setup ensures
perfect coupling as the CSRR’s resonating fields are in a
sole interaction with the MUT at the sensing zone. However,
in practice an air layer may exist between the two objects
forming an air gap. Presence of an air gap alters the equivalent
resonator’s load capacitance which consequently introduces an
error in the obtained measurements. The introduced error is
directly proportional to the air layer’s thickness and the MUT
relative permittivity.
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VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 17. Change in the minimum transmission frequency versus air
layer thickness for MUTs with relative permittivity ranging from Er = 2 to
Er = 10. The curves are in sequence from bottom to the top starting from
Er = 2 (at the bottom) to Er = 10 (at the top). (Simulation results).

For a permittivity sensor’s with a uniform air layer (i.e. air
layer with a constant thickness all over the CSRR footprint),
the air gap can be modeled with two equivalent capacitances
in series with the MUT’s equivalent capacitance [44]. As the
thickness of the air gap increases its equivalent capacitance
decreases consequently the resonator’s load formed by the
three series capacitances (i.e. air gap /MUT/air gap) decreases.
Similarly, for a non-zero fixed air layer thickness, as the
MUT’s relative permittivity increases the resonator’s load
formed by the three series capacitances decreases. Therefore,
as the air gap widens the coupling between the sensor and the
MUT is minimized. Consequently, a large air layer vanishes
the coupling between the sensor and the loaded MUT a case at
which the sensor’s minimum transmission frequency becomes
independent of the loaded MUT.
A case was considered and studied numerically to extract
the relative permittivity of a loaded MUT at the presence of
variable air gap layers using a 6-mm CSRR based sensor. The
air gap layer in the considered case was varied from 0 mm to
100 um with a 10-um step. The relation of the change in the
minimum transmission frequency magnitude and percentages
t min
t min
( f air__gap
), ( f air__gap
%) are shown in (9) and 10), respect min
tively. In these two relations, ( f MU
T 0 ) refers to minimum
min
transmission frequency with a 0-mm air gap while ( f tMU
T 1)
refers to the minimum transmission frequency when an air
gap exist between the CSRR and the loaded MUT. Fig.17
shows the change in the minimum transmission frequency with
respect to the air gap thickness and the MUT’s relative permittivity. The figure verifies the discussed air gap effect. The
positive frequency shift percentages indicate that the change
in the minimum transmission frequency moves toward the free
space the change in the minimum transmission frequency as
the air layer thickness and/or the MUT permittivity increase(s)
which implicitly indicate that the coupling between the sensor
and the loaded MUT decreases in either case.
t min
t min
t min
 f air__gap
= f MU
T 1 − f MU T 0
t min
 f air__gap
%=

t min − f t min
f MU
T1
MU T 0
t min
f MU
T0

(9)
× 100

(10)

This paper proposed relative permittivity sensors using MTL
loaded with single scalable CSRR. In the beginning, the paper
provided a smooth and sufficient theoretical background that
rationalizes the selection of MTL as a resonator’s host and
CSRR as a sensor’s resonating element. After that, the study
discussed and verified through a systematic sensitivity analysis, the superiority of cross polarization excitation scheme over
the frequently utilized pure electric excitation scheme, a single
CSRR over double one and the utilization of a thin substrate
MTL over a thicker one for sensitivity purposes. Moreover,
the paper proposed a condition of sensitivity uniformity which
is crucial for precise and consistent measurements over different bands of operation. The effect of the anticipated air gap
effect was also studied based on the discussed model.
Future work should focus on the improvement of CSRR
topology to have a higher interaction with the exciting fields,
hence provide higher sensitivity when utilized with thin MTL
substrate and cross polarization excitation. The proposed sensors can be used for a wide range of applications including
microfluidics, nondestructive and biomedical sensors.
A PPENDIX
In this appendix a sensitivity uniformity condition is
extracted using previously presented mathematical relations.
A necessary condition for uniform sensitivity is to have
 f 1t min % =  f 2t min %
 f 1t min %

(AI.1)

 f 2t min %

where
and
are the change in the minimum
transmission frequencies of the first and second sensors with
two different CSRR sizes, respectively.
Dividing both sides by 100 and using (3) and (5), (AI.1)
can be rewritten as
1
√
− 2π √ L 1 C
2π L
(C
+C
)
)
C S R R1

C S R R1

=

2π

C S R R1

C S R R1

1

L C S R R1 (C C S R R1 +C MU T 1 )
1
− 2π √ L 1 C
L C S R R2 (C C S R R2 +C MU T 2 )
C S R R2 C S R R2 )
1
√
2π L C S R R2 (C C S R R2 +C MU T 2 )
2π

√

MU T 1

√

(AI.2)

where L C S R R1 and L C S R R2 are the equivalent inductances
of the first and second CSRR based sensors, CC S R R1 and
CC S R R2 are the equivalent capacitances of the first and second
CSRR based sensors, C MU T 1 and C MU T 2 are the equivalent
capacitances of the loaded MUT of the first and second CSRR
based sensors, respectively.
Multiplying numerator and denominator of both sides by
(2π), multiplying numerator and denominator of the left side
√
by
L C S R R1 and multiplying numerator and denominator
√
L C S R R2 , (AI.2) can be simplified to
of the right side by
√
√
(CC S R R1 + C MU T 1 )
(CC S R R2 + C MU T 2 )
1−
=1−
√
√
(CC S R R1)
(CC S R R2)
(AI.3)
which is equivalent to
1+

C MU T 1
=
CC S R R1

1+

C MU T 2
CC S R R2

(AI.4)
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From which the condition of uniform sensitivity for CSRR
based permittivity sensors is
C MU T 2
C MU T 1
=
(AI.5)
CC S R R1
CC S R R2
Following a similar procedure, the condition of uniform
sensitivity for CSRR based permeability sensors is
L MU T 2
L MU T 1
=
(AI.6)
L C S R R1
L C S R R2
(AI.5) and (AI.6) indicate that for a uniform sensitivity over
different bands of frequency, if the CSRR is scaled to vary
the operation frequency, a corresponding MUT’s scaling by
the same ratio shall also be implemented to vary its equivalent
reactive element of interest (equivalent capacitance for a permittivity sensor and equivalent inductance for a permeability
sensor).
In this paper, the width and length of the MUT that are
interfaced with the CSRR footprint were identical and assumed
to be two times higher than the side length of the square CSRR
to meet the derived uniformity condition.
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